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Abstract: The mutualism model, an alternative for the g-factor model of intelligence, implies a formative measurement model in which “g” is an index variable without a causal role. If this model is accurate, the search for a genetic of brain instantiation of “g” is deemed useless. This also implies that the (weighted) sum score of items of an intelligence test is just what it is: a weighted sum score. Preference for one index above the other is a pragmatic issue that rests mainly on predictive value.
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The first thing psychology students learn about intelligence is that Boring’s 1923 definition of intelligence as what an IQ-test measures is just silly [1]. In line with the literature on the topic, both Johnson [2] and Hunt & Jaeggi [3] do not take it seriously. However, given recent developments in the theory of intelligence, we think that there is reason to reconsider our opinion on this topic.

Empirically, the core of intelligence research rests on the positive manifold: the fact that all intelligence subtests, ranging from scholastic tests to tests of social intelligence, correlate positively. This correlational pattern can be modeled statistically with principal components analysis or with factor models. Although principal components analysis and factor analysis are sometimes considered to be more or less interchangeable, they are very different models [4]. The factor model is a reflective latent variable model, in which the factor is a hypothesized entity that is posited to provide a putative
explanation for the positive manifold [5]. The principal components model is a formative model, in which the components are conveniently weighted total scores; these are composites of the observed data, which do not provide an explanation of the positive manifold, but rather inherit their structure entirely from the data [6].

Thus, the factor model embodies the idea that there is a common cause “out there” that we “detect” using factor analysis, and that should have an independently ascertainable identity in the form of, say, a variable defined on some biological substrate [7]. The principal components model does not say anything about the nature of the correlations in the positive manifold. It does not posit testable restrictions on the data, and therefore is better thought of as a data reduction model than as an explanatory model. Importantly, in formative models, the nature of the constructed components is fixed by the subtests used to determine them: a different choice of subtests yield conceptually different components (even though these may be highly correlated; see also [8]). In contrast, the latent variable in the factor model is not specifically tied to any set of subtests: if the model is true, the latent variable can in principle be measured by any suitable set of indicators that depends on it and fulfills relevant model requirements. Although different choices of such indicators may change the precision of the measurements, they need not change the nature of the latent variable measured.

Clearly, the classical $g$ model, as for instance discussed by Jensen [9] is a reflective model: whatever $g$ is, it is thought to explain scores on tests, correlations between tests, and individual differences between subjects or groups of subjects. In other words, the $g$-factor is posited as the common cause of the correlations in the positive manifold. Recently, however, an alternative explanation for the positive manifold has been proposed in the form of the mutualism model [10]. In this model, the correlations between test scores are not explained through the dependence on a common latent variable, but as a result of reciprocal positive interactions between abilities and processes that play key roles in cognitive development, like memory, spatial ability, and language skills. The model explains key findings in intelligence research, such as the hierarchical factor structure of intelligence, the low predictability of intelligence from early childhood performance, the age differentiation effect, the increase in heritability of $g$, and is consistent with current explanations of the Flynn effect [10].

It is interesting to inquire what the status of $g$ should be if such a mutualism model were true. Of course, in this situation, one does not measure a common latent variable through IQ-tests, for there is no such latent variable. Rather, the mutualism model would support a typical formative model [11]. Such a formative model is also implied by a much older alternative for the $g$ model, sampling theory [12]. In a formative model, the factor score estimates that results from applications of $g$ factor models represent just another weighted sum of test scores and should be interpreted as index statistics instead of as a latent variable. Index statistics, such as the Dow Jones Industrial Average, the Ocean Health index and physical health indexes, evidently do not cause economic growth or healthy behaviors. Instead, they result from or supervene on them [6].

Traditionally, the principal components model has been seen as the weak sister of the factor model, which was thought to give the better approach to modeling IQ subtest scores [13]. However, under the mutualism model, the situation is reversed. The principal components model in fact yields as good a composite as any other model. The use of the factor model, in this view, amounts to cutting butter with a razor: it represents and extraordinarily complicated and roundabout way of constructing composite
scores that are in fact no different from principal component scores. In particular, factor score estimates do not yield measurements of a latent variable that leads an independent life in the form a biological substrate or such. They are just weighted sum scores.

Thus, the mutualism model explains the positive manifold but at the same time denies the existence of a realistic $g$. As a result, it motivates a formative interpretation of the factor analytic model. This has many implications. First, if $g$ is not a causal source of the positive manifold, the search for a gene or brain area “for $g$” will be fruitless [14]. Again, the comparison with health is instructive. There are no specific genes “for health”, and health has no specific location in the body. Note that this line of reasoning does not apply to genetic and brain research on components of intelligence (for instance working memory) as these components often do have a realistic reflective interpretation. Working memory capacity may very well be based on specific and independently identifiable brain processes, even if $g$ is not.

The implications of a mutualism model for approaches to measurement are likewise significant [4,14,15]. One crucial difference between reflective and formative models, for instance, concerns the role of the indicator variables (items or subtests). As noted above, in a reflective model these indicators are exchangeable. Therefore, different working memory tests, with different factor loadings, could be added to a test battery without changing the nature of the measured $g$ factor. Also, measurements of $g$ can be better improved by simply adding more and more relevant tests. Tests can also be ordered in how well they measure $g$, for instance by looking at patterns of factor loadings or by computing indices of measurement precision.

In formative models, however, indicators are not exchangeable, unless they are completely equivalent. There is no universally optimal way to compute the composite scores that function as an index; instead, this choice rests on pragmatic grounds. For example, the justification for the choice of index may lie in its predictive value. The best test is simply the test that best predicts educational, societal or job success. The choice of indicators may however also depend on our “cognitive” environment. When a certain cognitive capacity, say computational thinking, is valued to a greater extent in the current society, intelligence tests may be adapted to reflect that. In an extended mutualistic model, in which reciprocal effects take place via the environment (a gene-environment model; see [16,17]), intelligence testing could even be extended to the assessment of features of the environment that play a positively reinforcing role in promoting the mutualistic processes that produce the positive manifold. On this viewpoint, the number of books somebody owns might very well be included in the construction of composites under an index model of intelligence.

Finally, in a formative interpretation of IQ test scores there really is no such thing as a separate latent variable that we could honor with the term “intelligence”, and it is questionable whether one should in fact use the word “intelligence measurement” at all in such a situation [18]. However, if one insists on keeping the terminology of measurement around, there is little choice except to bite the bullet: Interpreted as an index, intelligence is whatever IQ-tests measure. Seriously.
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